


 
Practitioner action research: 
Alongsideness for creating 

living theories of health visiting 
Robyn Pound



A search to improve my professional practice  … 

my practice becomes collaborative enquiry 

with clients, colleagues and others

  … a few minutes of background leading to the research



some context:

community nursing to  
promote wellbeing + prevent ill health 

with individuals 
in families + communities

Health visiting is



alongsideness epistemology 
a relational way of knowing, being  
+ creating knowledge

living theory action research  (Whitehead, 1989) 

the generation of values as explanatory principles  
and as standards of judgment tested in practice 
                                                                   

… an explanation of my claim to know my own practice 

some words:alongsideness  
a collection of values motivating my  
practice and my research



Mental health 

• secondary response  - to relationship difficulties
• primary activity  - promote  wellbeing especially of children

• tertiary action  - protect from harm + restore well being

with families 

and with communities 
• public health  activity

• community development  activity  

some background:



Directive 
professional knows  

client compliant

Non-directive 
 client knows 

 professional supports

CollectiveIndividual  

Beattie 1991

Public health 

Community development

legal + environmental control

emancipation

  Personal development
educative process  
primary prevention

this model I use to explain my promotion of mental health …

 and using different strategies ...

 Advice giving   
 Child protection



  Principles of health visiting 
1 identify health needs 

2 raise awareness of health needs 

3 influence policies effecting health 

4 facilitate health enhancing activity

all of these principles guide my work ... 



19891. identifying a health need

smacking
• prevalence at the time  

• long term effect on mental health 

• perpetuation of societal violence  

• links with child abuse 

• as human rights issue

I wanted to act earlier to improve the nurturing of children … 



2. raising awareness about health need

smackingDirective

Non-directive

Individual Collective

awareness raising - parents 

professionals + policy makers 

law reform 

smacking
Public healthAdvice giving 



public campaigning 

2.  raise awareness about health needsmacking

No 
Smackin
g Week 

parents’ leaflet

… surprise passion!



3.  influence policies affecting healthsmacking
Directive

Non-directive

Individual Collective
all child interest professionals 

law reform  
 policy change

Public health



Ending
Physical Punishment
of European Children

Final Report from two-day Seminar
March 1992, London

Rädda BarnenEPOCH � Worldwide

3.  influence policies affecting health

Bath Area 
Child Welfare
Group 

- working together for children

Workshop Evening 
on Corporal 
Punishment

Bath Magistrates Court

Positive Parenting
 - a realistic aim for

health visiting?
                Robyn Pound

Assembly Rooms Bath

          15 May 1995
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examples ... 

... but what about families?



4.  facilitate health enhancing activity      

with parents and professionals

STEP 

CRUCIAL 
CS 

SOLIHULLhealth 
visiting 

conference 

1996
... but how?



... a reason for enrolling for a research degree

... what did I need to know?

1995 - 96



I wanted to 

... finding a question changed my practice! 

reflective action research

• research my own practice 

• ask about how and why as well as what 

• start with what I already knew 

• involve my caseload of families 

• produce valid explanations



How can I improve my practice 
supporting developing family 

relationships?

... made me ask questions about what I was doing 

the  question ... 



reflective action research

• what do I value about what I do? why? 

• what concern about my practice? values denied?  

• what can I do about it?     Plan Do Assess Plan 

• what evidence can I collect to show change? 

• how can I check the validity of my insights?

…the process asks questions 



Directive

Non-directive

Individual Collective

Public healthAdvice giving   
Child protection

I began to question what I had been doing …

... was a critical method of communication 



4.  facilitate health enhancing activityreflective action research

primary educative process

with parents 

I began to see the value of connection, humour, 
responsiveness ... also containment  +  expertise
…’equality’ shifted to  become ’alongsideness’ 

… baby clinic 



secondary problem solving

reflective action research4.  facilitate health enhancing activity

… in democratic relations I respect the other,  
reduce my power, foster autonomy, value skills, accept 
differences and encourage process



conversation ...   

reflective action research

… alongsideness became collaborative enquiry  
with families, starting with their agendas



reflective action research

... but what about families who are struggling?

presentations, conversation and critique ...   

Monday Group

www.actionresearch.net



tertiary rescue and restoration

4.  facilitate health enhancing activityreflective action research

… alongsideness as containment 
     + responsive responsibility 

… emotional needs are exactly the same



I began to …

•  understand the emotional needs of people 

•  respect their inherent human worth 

•  value the knowledge people already have 

•  start with parents’ agenda  

•  value autonomy + the power of connection  

•  understand the discouraging effect of feelings  
    of inadequacy

… and see relationships  as similar in parenting, health visiting, researching  
… but discouraged isolated families need more  



4.  facilitate health enhancing activity      

tertiary rescue and restoration

reflective action research

Community development

Non-directive

Collective

Directive

Individual

Child protection
containment + reciprocity

 sense of community + responsibility



BATH City

beautiful and fun for tourists



and social housing

discouraged people 
live here too



4.  facilitate health enhancing activity      

London Road Partnership  
Healthy Living Centre  
 

before + after school clubs

family group

public consultation

activity groups 

food co-op

mental health groups

carnival and more



a family group to develop a sense of community 

… based on values emerging about relationships in practice
… how do I summarise these values?

•  for emotional support for isolated families  

•  for respectful, encouraging relationships 

•  no overt health, social service or education agenda  

•  involve community in decision making  
    (paid worker interviewed by parents) 

•  offer stimulating play for children  



self 

deternination
connection

light heartednes responsive responsibility

process of becoming

accept differences

respect

alongsideness
values



…what has individual practice got to do with research?



reflective action research

•  illuminates values as guiding principles 
•  promotes collaborative reflection with all involved 

•  towards tentative ‘living’ explanations 

•  that are context dependent 

•  and inclusive of the parts and the whole 

•  values act as standards of judgement 

•  for evaluating, improving, understanding  
+ explaining professional practice

to illustrate how the values are ‘living’ …



…but this doesn’t show how I live my embodied values



…how do I justify alongsideness?



 Human rights ... equity for children ... respect of views ... protection from abuse and neglect 
   Ethical principles in research  ...  beneficence  ...  non-malevolence  ...  justice  ...  autonomy  

Values .. alongsideness .. self-determination .. connection .. process .. responsibility 

Human emotional needs  ...  connect  ...  capable  ...  count  ...  courage  

 Democratic relations .. shared interests .. diversity .. partnership .. responsibility    

Unity of moral purpose

1996 2002Emerging influence in research and practice

justified by its coherence



and by its pragmatism

• alongsideness transformed into standards for    
explaining and judging claims to know 

alongsideness  
as a way of knowing and being in practice

•   not only works for promoting learning and change

•   but co-learners share the core values, 
     integrating them into their own



…what is the difference between living theory  
and epistemology?



Individual

A living theory of alongside practice                  
uses an 

  alongside epistemology
•  living theories of my practice 
•  improved and understood 
•  embodied values as standards

•  a relational way of knowing  
   + being    + generating theories 
•  in dialectical collaboration 
•  embraces contradiction in values



the end

Current research: 
º  introducing co-enquiry for colleagues 

º  exploring new ways of approaching family- 
       centred public health



CONNECT  
I believe  
I belong

CAPABLE  
I believe  

I can do it

COUNT  
I believe  
I matter

COURAGE  
I believe  

I can cope

Basic human emotional needs

Lew & Bettner, 1996





If you’ve come to help me  

you’re wasting your time. 

But, if you’ve come because  

your liberation is bound up with mine,  

then let us work together. 

Aboriginal educator, Lilla Watson


